Celebration of Home Learning
Summer 2020

Foreign
Languages
& Classics

Ollie Thorley-Shorrock, Y7

Giovanni Di Stazio, Y9
Role play for Spanish

Evie Giles, Y12
Evie who on top of her normal lessons spent time writing fantastic revision notes for Languages &
Classics.

Elise Jefferson, Y12
Elise created this outstanding revision mindmap on Le
Monde du Travail for French.

Science
Matthew Wasley, Y7
Matthew designed an
experiment looking at
separation of different
substances and then
also tested the
densities of different
items by dropping
them in.

Flower
Dissection

Oliver Castledine,
Oliver conducted an experiment to
see how temperature effected the
time it took for salt to dissolve in
water.
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Freddy Meredith, Y7
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Art

Sam Williams, Y7

Hedley Craig, Y7
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James Charlwood, Y7

Olly Wills, Y8

Ecosystem Expedition
Introduction
My ecosystem is located in the Southern Hemisphere, at the Latitude of -18.156290, and a longitude of
147.485962. It is located in Australia, and is a Coral reef ecosystem. Specifically called the Great Barrier Reef; it
is the largest coral reef ecosystem in the whole world! It is so big, that it covers a huge 344,000 kilometers
squared- for reference- that's bigger than North Korea, Bulgaria and Croatia put together!
Expedition Planning
The expedition is crucial as there is currently a virus that has been spread globally, which has posed a threat to
human life, and also marine life as well. It originated from Venice, Italy. However, scientists have proved that can
be treated if diagnosed within 18 days, and the cure is applied properly. The cure comes from a rare fish located
only in The Great Barrier Reef, and it is called a Clement fish, clement coming from the Latin word climon (CLIMO) meaning cleanse or clean. If injected into the direct centre of the affected area of skin, within 18 days, then
the patient will feel drowsy for 5 days- in which time the patient should sleep for at least 14 hours a day, to give
the body time to process the fluid without interruption - which they will then begin a recovery process that takes
an additional 2 days, taking up a total time of a week for a full recovery. The cure must be extracted from the
tongue of the fish, as they use it to break up food that they eat. However, it must be recovered through the gills,
as if the fish gets pricked in any way, it will die.
The equipment we will use is as follows:
1. Scuba gear (including oxygen tanks, masks and weights)
Purpose: So the crew can dive underwater efficiently and breathe
2. Stunning torches
Purpose: So we can shine them into the fish’s eyes and stun them for capture without injuring them.
3. Nets
Purpose: So we are able to capture the fish and transport them easily.
4. Speed boat
Purpose: So we can go out to sea quickly, and come out quickly if necessary.
5. Medicine Kit
Purpose: So if anyone got injured, we can temporarily help them and rush them to hospital if needed
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Henry, Henry tried and tried, tried to find the perfect bride.
Time after time many brides died but then Elizabeth Blount arrived, she gave him
a son THIS IS NO PUN!! The only thing wrong was it was an illegitimate one!
Jane Seymour finally came along and granted the wish Henry had for so long.
Her son was named Edward and he was more than ready to be the king so when
his father died, he didn’t even make a whim.
However, he became sick, so sick that he died real quick. Lady Jane wasn’t so
thick, and she took the throne super quick, but in Henry’s will it said that Mary
was to be queen and then queen was she. She beheaded Lady Jane, and married
Phil, the king of Spain.
Many people didn’t want Phil, they wanted someone with real English will.
Mary couldn’t have kids and Phil spent most of his time at war. He brought the
Brits with him but the people didn’t like that.... they wanted to kill him.
Phil could only think about Spain, and in war he brought England pain, it was very
expensive and only helped Spain!

Henry Jones, Y7
Tudor rap

History

